REVISION VIII (LESSONS 36-40)


LESSON 36 – CONTRACTS

Translate.

a) ugovorna strana ____________________
b) obvezujući ________________________
c) odredba ____________________________
d) uvjeti ______________________________
e) valjan ______________________________

Score ___ / 5

LESSON 37 – LOGISTICS

Finish the following sentences.

a) Tesco is a r___________________.
b) Micro Components Plc. is our biggest s___________________.
c) Porsche is a m__________________ of luxury cars.
d) When can we expect the d__________________?
e) We are running low on s__________________.

Score ___ / 5

LESSON 38 – BEING FORMAL

Provide formal equivalents.

a) to need ____________________________
b) to tell ______________________________
c) but _________________________________
d) to give ______________________________
e) see you ______________________________

Score ___ / 5
Match the following expressions with their definitions.

a) more than 
   1. hack it
b) open and honest 
   2. North of
c) connections, influence 
   3. pigeon
d) manage 
   4. juice
e) someone you can manipulate with 
   5. above-board

Score ___ / 5

Finish the following clichés.

a) Don’t shoot the m_____________

b) Let’s s____________ the circle

c) Think outside the b_____________

d) Best of b_____________

e) Raise the b_____________

Score ___ / 5

TOTAL: ___ / 25


Lesson 31
a) 2  b) 4  c) 5  d) 1  e) 3

Lesson 32
a) in addition  b) despite  c) though  d) however  e) to sum up

Lesson 33
a) disclosure  b) committed  c) bribe  d) irregularities  e) trading

Lesson 34
a) obsolete  b) innovative  c) revolutionary  d) patent  e) prototype

Lesson 35
a) articulate  b) concise  c) eloquent  d) succinct  e) communicative